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THE COCKTAIL PARTY PROBLEM
How to extract one target speaker’s speech
among many concurrent sounds.

In the context of speech perception, this ability
of human brain is called cocktail party effect [1].

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Input: mixture of two or more concurrent voices
+ "attention" signal (e.g. additional informa-
tion about target speaker, prior knowledge about
speech signal properties).
Output: time-frequency mask [2].

ŝ: clean spectrogram m̂: time-frequency mask
y: noisy spectrogram
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AUDIO-VISUAL SPEECH ENHANCEMENT MODELS
"Attention" signal: motion of face landmarks of target speaker
• A pre-trained face landmarks extractor [3] is used.

• Our speech enhancementmodels do not have to learn useful visual features
from raw pixels.

• Visual features extraction does not require parallel audio-visual datasets.

Targets: time-frequency masks
The models estimate two different masks to extract the spectrogram of a target speaker:

• Target Binary Mask (TBM): binary (1: speech; 0: noise/silence), acoustic context independent,
approximated reconstruction.

• Ideal Amplitude Mask (IAM): real-valued, acoustic context dependent, perfect reconstruction.

Models
The models receive in input the target speaker’s landmark motion vectors and the power-law com-
pressed spectrogramof the single-channelmixed-speech signal. All models contain bi-directional LSTM
layers of 250 hidden units.
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TBM estimation using visual features only.
Model: 5-layer BLSTM
Loss: Jvl2m =

∑T
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f=1 −mt[f ] · log(m̂t[f ])− (1−mt[f ]) · log(1− m̂t[f ])
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IAM estimation using audio-visual features concatenation.
Model: 3-layer BLSTM
Loss: Jmr =

∑T
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∑d
f=1(p̂t[f ] · yt[f ]− st[f ])
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Audio-Visual concat refinement
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IAM estimation using audio features and
TBM estimated by VL2M component.

IAM estimation using audio features and
spectrogram denoised by VL2M operation.

Loss: Jmr

Training strategy: 1. Pre-training using oracle TBM
2. Fine-tuning replacing oracle TBM with VL2M component
(VL2M weights are frozen)

Legenda
v: video input y: noisy spectrogram m: TBM p: IAM
sm: clean spectrogram TBM s: clean spectogram IAM

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The models are trained with mixture of two
speakers in a speaker-independent setting.

GRID 2 Speakers 3 Speakers
SDR PESQ SDR PESQ

Noisy 0.21 1.94 −5.34 1.43
VL2M 3.02 1.81 −2.03 1.43
VL2M-ref 6.52 2.53 2.83 2.19
AV concat 7.37 2.65 3.02 2.24
AV c-ref 8.05 2.70 4.02 2.33

TCD-TIMIT 2 Speakers 3 Speakers
SDR PESQ SDR PESQ

Noisy 0.21 2.22 −3.42 1.92
VL2M 2.88 2.25 −0.51 1.99
VL2M-ref 9.24 2.81 5.27 2.44
AV concat 9.56 2.80 5.15 2.41
AV c-ref 10.55 3.03 5.37 2.45

• A successful mask generation has to depend on
the acoustic context.

• Mask refinement is more effective when it di-
rectly refines the estimated clean spectrogram
with TBM.

CONCLUSION
• The proposed models are the first trained
and evaluated on the limited size GRID and
TCD-TIMIT datasets that accomplish speaker-
independent speech enhancement in multi-
talker setting.

• Experiments show that face landmark motion
features are very effective.

• Our models need a small amount of training
data to achieve very good results.
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